An international data science challenge, called NEON NIST data science evaluation, was set up in autumn 2017 with the goal to improve the use of remote sensing data in ecological applications. The competition was divided into three tasks: 1) segmentation of tree crowns; 2) data alignment; and 3) tree species classification. In this paper the 
The alignment to match ground truth data of trees with remote sensing was never explored 49 in specific papers and usually only briefly mentioned on papers devoted to crown segmentation. 50 This fact makes alignment very subjective because different approaches are used in every crown 51 segmentation paper, and the alignment is adapted to the data used in the specific work.
52
Tree species classification with remote sensing data is a widely covered topic by the 53 scientific literature (Fassnacht et al., 2016) . The first studies on this topic were focusing on large 54 categories of species as they were done using satellite multispectral data, but since the 2000s 55 with the availability of airborne hyperspectral data many studies focused on the separation of tree 2. the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) was computed for each pixel, and all the 85 pixels in the band selected at step 1 having NDVI below 0.6 were masked; 86 3. seeds points was defined using a moving window. An image pixel was
87 a seed point if: 4. initial regions were defined starting from the seed points. A label map was defined: 
93 where , and ; ℎ ℎ ∈ (0;1) > 0 c. this procedure was iterated over all pixels that have , and was repeated until , ≠ 0 95 no pixels were added to any region; 96 6. from each region in the central coordinates of each pixel were extracted, and a 2D convex 97 hull was applied to these points; 98 7. the resulting polygons were the final ITCs.
99
The raster image used in this paper was the hyperspectral band at 810 nm, already used in 
117
The height of the ITCs, for which this attribute was missing, was predicted using a 118 relationship linking the ITCs height ( ) and the ITCs crown radius ( ):
119 Eqn. 6 was fitted using the function nls of the package stats of the R software (R Development 120 Core Team, 2008).
121
Each ITC was linked to the closest ground measured tree according to the Euclidean 122 distance between their position and their attributes (height, and crown radius):
154
All the test ITCs were aligned with the respective ground measured tree. (Table 3 ) it can be seen that for some classes the performance metrics are really low 161 (e.g. ACRU), while others are really good (e.g. PIPA).
5 Discussion

163
Team FEM ranked first for Task 1. As explained in the methods, we chose to segment a 164 hyperspectral band instead of the LiDAR point cloud. This choice was motivated by the fact that 165 looking at the training ITCs provided by the organizers, the hyperspectral data seemed more 166 suitable for this task. The comparison of results across teams showed that the FEM approach 167 outperforms the other approaches in the delineation of the small trees, while it was less efficient 168 for the large trees. This is due to the fact that we decided to use a small moving window (3x3).
169 The use of a variable size moving window, like the one that is implemented for LiDAR data in 303 Table 2 . Task 3: overall performances.
304 Table 3 . Task 3: confusion matrix. 
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